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Ishimoto, Davenport, and Wittmann have previously reported analyses of data from student responses to
the Force and Motion Conceptual Evaluation (FMCE), in which they used item response curves (IRCs) to
make claims about American and Japanese students’ relative likelihood to choose certain incorrect
responses to some questions. We have used an independent dataset of over 6,500 American students’
responses to the FMCE to generate IRCs to test their claims. Converting the IRCs to vectors, we used dot
product analysis to compare each response item quantitatively. For most questions, our analyses are
consistent with Ishimoto, Davenport, and Wittmann, with some results suggesting more minor differences
between American and Japanese students than previously reported. We also highlight the pedagogical
advantages of using IRCs to determine the differences in response patterns for different populations to
better understand student thinking prior to instruction.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevPhysEducRes.17.020127

I. INTRODUCTION
Research-based multiple-choice assessment instruments,
such as the Force Concept Inventory (FCI) [1] and Force
and Motion Conceptual Evaluation (FMCE) [2], are
ubiquitous in physics education research. These tools have
been used as standard measures for research, instruction,
and programmatic assessment purposes for the past three
decades [3,4]. Conceptual assessments have been beneficial for illustrating the need for and benefit of researchbased instructional materials and strategies [5–8].
Although common practices for collecting and analyzing
data from the FCI and FMCE were established over 20 years,
significant research persists on how to use these assessments
and interpret the results [9–30]. Ishimoto, Davenport, and
Wittmann compared preinstruction FMCE student responses
from a population of American introductory physics students
to preinstruction responses from a population of Japanese
introductory physics students using both overall score
distributions and item response curve (IRC) analyses [30].
IRCs show the fraction of students who selected each answer
choice to a particular item as a function of their total score on
the test [26–29]. These analyses can show if different groups
*
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of students (e.g., high scoring or low scoring) select different
incorrect answer choices and help reveal trends evident in
students’ patterns of correct and incorrect answer choices.
Our goal is to replicate the work of Ishimoto, Davenport,
and Wittmann from Ref. [30], which we will refer to as
IDW. Our data are comprised of preinstruction responses to
the FMCE from 6584 American introductory physics
students from a variety of colleges and universities. We
carefully compare the score distribution from our data to
those published by IDW, and we use a recently developed
method for comparing IRCs quantitatively between the
three populations [31]. Our primary goal is to determine
how well our results agree with their results from American
students, which will indicate whether their results are more
generally representative of American students. We also
compare our results with their Japanese students’ results to
determine if we see the same discrepancies that they report
between American and Japanese populations.
IDW found that the preinstruction score distributions for
American and Japanese students are fairly similar in shape,
but that the scores for Japanese students are statistically
significantly higher than those of American students
(11.22  0.19 vs 9.05  0.15, t ¼ 8.8, p < 0.005). Using
qualitative visual comparisons, IDW concluded that the
patterns of correct and incorrect answer choices shown on
IRCs did not differ greatly between the American and
Japanese student populations for most FMCE items. They
reported some isolated cases of discrepancies in the answer
patterns shown in the IRCs, which they attribute to cultural
differences between the two populations, e.g., children
growing up in Japan do not have as much experience with
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flipping coins as children in the USA, and American students
typically have more experience driving and riding in cars
than Japanese students.
Based on the findings of IDW, and our overall goals for
replicating their work, we answer the following research
questions:
1. Does the distribution of preinstruction FMCE scores
from our dataset match those from the IDW American dataset and support their claim that Japanese
students have higher preinstruction scores than
American students?
2. Do the IRCs for our dataset match those from the
IDW American dataset, indicating that students
chose the same responses at similar rates?
3. Are the IRCs for our dataset different from those
from the IDW Japanese dataset in the same ways
they previously reported for American and Japanese
students?
4. What additional information about the similarities or
differences between IRCs can we reveal by using
rigorous quantitative comparisons?
Without access to independent data from Japanese students, we cannot fully replicate the IDW study. However, we
feel confident that using an independent dataset of American
students that is more than twice as large as in their original
study allows us to make strong claims about the veracity of
their results from American students, which will then, in turn,
allow us to evaluate the strength of their overall claims.
Ishimoto, Thornton, and Sokoloff have previously provided
evidence for the validity of the Japanese translation of the
FMCE used by IDW [32]. None of the current study authors is
knowledgeable about the Japanese language or an expert in
Japanese culture. We do not attempt to evaluate the validity of
the translation nor comment on claims made by IDW about
cultural differences between Japanese and American students
that may be the cause of their observed IRC differences. Our
research questions focus solely on interpretations of our
analyses of the three datasets, with an ultimate goal of
determining whether or not the results from American physics
students presented by IDW may be considered representative
of American physics students in general.
II. ITEM RESPONSE CURVES
Morris et al. introduced IRCs as a simplified form of
item response theory (IRT) that uses the total test score as
an independent variable, rather than the IRT latent trait of
ability level [26,27]. IRC analyses are similar to the IRT
nominal response model but require far less computational
power [22,23,33,34].
A. Reading an IRC
To illustrate the information shown in IRCs, Fig. 1 shows
an example of students’ response patterns for item 17 on the
FMCE. Item 17 presents students with the description of

FIG. 1. Item response curves for 6584 American students (the
RSW dataset) for item 17 on the FMCE. NR ¼ no response. The
error bars on E (the correct answer) and B (the most commonly
chosen incorrect answer) are the 95% confidence intervals of
10 000 bootstrapped sample datasets based on the RSW data
described in Sec. III C. For visual clarity, specific plot markers
and error bars are omitted for less frequently chosen answers.

motion for a toy car—“the car moves toward the left
(toward the origin) with a steady (constant) velocity”—and
students must choose a graph of force vs time “which could
allow the described motion of the car to continue” [2]. In
Fig. 1 there is one curve for each answer choice, which
shows the percentage of students selecting a particular
answer choice as a function of respondents’ fractional
overall score. The line segments connecting the data points
only serve as a visual aid. The correct answer choice is E
(constant zero force, shown in dark green); the correct
answer on any IRC plot may be seen as having low
frequency with low-scoring students and high frequency
with high-scoring students. Answer choice B (constant
negative force, shown in red) is the most common incorrect
answer choice (shown by higher frequencies than all other
incorrect answers), and it is consistent with the common
idea that the total force on an object is proportional to the
object’s velocity. Answer choice B also has an intermediate
maximum, indicating that students are most likely to
choose B when they have a moderate level of understanding (indicated by the fractional score) [35].
An important caveat when reading IRCs for preinstruction FMCE responses is that the score distribution is not
uniform. As shown in Fig. 2, the mode of the distribution
occurs at a fractional score of ∼0.15–0.2, and a large
majority of students earn scores < 0.4. In this way, IRCs
cannot directly show students’ overall likelihood of choosing each answer choice. Additionally, answer choice J is the
equivalent of “none of the above” for all items on the
FMCE; therefore, we do not consider students who choose
J to be a coherent group. We know that those students think
that none of the other answers is correct, but we cannot
claim that they all agree on what a correct answer would be.
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calculations (e.g., the mirt package for R [43,44]), but
IRC analyses are much simpler and require only basic
spreadsheet operations to perform. As such, IRC analyses
are more accessible for researchers with smaller datasets and
those who prefer more straightforward computational methods. We have chosen to use IRC analyses for this work
because our goal is to replicate the IDW study [30] as closely
as possible.
III. METHODS

FIG. 2. The fractional score distributions on the FMCE are
shown for three separate datasets: 1531 Japanese students (IDWJ)
and 2347 American students (IDWA) used in Ishimoto, Davenport, and Wittmann [30]; 6584 American students (RSW)
obtained from PhysPort and other sources [7,15,16,37].

B. IRC vs IRT
Item response theory (IRT) has a solid theoretical
foundation that has been developed over the past several
decades based on the notion that student responses to
multiple-choice tests are dependent on a latent trait that
cannot be measured directly (in our context, this would be
an overall understanding of introductory mechanics)
[33,34,38–40]. Additionally, IRT can be generalized to
multiple dimensions that represent different latent traits
(i.e., types of knowledge or understanding). Previous work
has shown how multidimensional IRT analyses can identify
items on the FMCE that map onto various facets of
understanding (similar to factor analysis) [17]. Recently,
a multidimensional analysis using the IRT nominal
response model has identified two orthogonal dimensions
of understanding based on students’ specific responses
(both correct and incorrect) to FCI items [21].
In contrast, item response curves have been in use for
about 15 years, and they are no more complicated than
reporting population-specific conditional probabilities of
students choosing a particular response given their score on
the test. Students’ overall scores substitute for the single
IRT latent trait of ability level [26]. As such, IRCs can be
viewed as a simplified form of a one-dimensional IRT
analysis with less statistical power [41].
Using a rigorous IRT-based analysis would provide more
statistical power for any of our claims, and recent work has
shown how the nominal response model can be applied to
FMCE data to determine a ranking for all incorrect responses
to each question [23]; however, there are benefits to using
IRC-based analyses instead. IRT analyses require datasets at
least 10 times as large as the number of estimated parameters
to have robust statistical power [38]: a minimum of 3000
students for the FCI and 7220 for the FMCE. Additionally,
performing IRT analyses requires fairly sophisticated computational methods. Software exists to perform these

Many of our methodological choices were taken directly
from the IDW study [30]: cleaning the dataset based on rules
for removing some incomplete response sets, calculating an
overall FMCE score for each student based on the common
37-point scoring scheme, creating two-score bins for generating IRCs, and using statistical methods to compare
overall score distributions and qualitative visual comparisons
of IRCs. We augmented these methods by performing
additional statistical analyses to compare score distributions
and utilizing quantitative analyses to compare IRCs.
Our raw data consist of preinstruction item responses to
the FMCE gathered from 7325 students at various colleges
and universities in the United States known to be disjoint
from IDW’s data pool. One of our major sources is
PhysPort’s Data Explorer, a large online database of anonymous data uploaded by instructors [37]. We know little more
than that these students were enrolled in an introductory
physics course in the USA, and that they were given the
FMCE before and after instruction. We do not know their
majors, previous levels of physics taken, or demographic
information; IDW report having some of this information
[30]. Approximately 1000 students in our dataset come from
four known data sources: two public state universities, a twoyear college, and a selective private liberal arts college. Other
analyses of some of these data sources have previously been
reported [7,15,16]. Some information is known about the
instructional methods used at these four institutions, but no
demographic information is available about the students.
A. Cleaning and analyzing the dataset
We mirrored IDW’s methods for cleaning the data. As
such, we only included response sets that included answers
to at least one item in each of the previously defined item
clusters (force sled, reversing direction, force graphs,
acceleration graphs, velocity graphs, Newton III, and
energy [30,42]). We also omitted response sets that had
more than 6 unanswered items in total. IDW mentions
having the same student appear twice and choosing to use
their first responses. We did not have a method to test if a
student appeared twice in our data. After cleaning, we
removed the responses of 741 students leaving 6584 to be
analyzed. We refer to this as the RSW dataset.
To compare students, we generated a score in the same
manner as IDW, who followed the recommended scoring
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(e.g., gender, ethnicity) using data collected from the
25-item Science Literacy Concept Inventory [49].
The metric for quantitatively comparing the IRCs of two
populations is given by

procedure of Thornton and Sokoloff [2,6]: items 5, 6, 15,
33, 35, 37, and 39 are not scored; items 8–10, 11–13, and
27–29 are each treated as sets in which students earn two
points for answering all three items in a set correctly, and
zero points if any item is answered incorrectly. Thus, we
used the same 40 items to calculate a student’s score, with a
maximum score of 37.
We used a two-score binning method to create our IRCs,
so students who scored a 0 or 1, 2, or 3, etc., were plotted
together. Binning in this way reduces the standard error of
the plots because it increases the sample size per point [30].
We calculated the fraction of students who chose each
answer choice for each score bin and plotted these as IRCs.
We created IRCs for all items on the FMCE even though
the total score does not include each item individually.

where ha • bik is the IRC dot product for populations a and
b on item k. The components of âijk and b̂ijk are the number
of respondents who chose answer choice i who had an
overall score in score bin j for item k, which are then
normalized with respect to the number of answer choices.
For example, for population a

B. Comparing datasets

aijk
âijk ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
;
P
ð i aijk aijk Þ

1. Comparing score distributions
Ishimoto, Davenport, and Wittmann reported the score
distributions for both of their datasets (as a bar graph in Fig. 4
of IDW [30]), as well as the population size, mean score,
median score, and standard deviation for each (in Table II of
IDW [30]). Using the image processing software ImageJ
(version 1.53) [45], we analyzed the IDW score distribution
bar graph to estimate the fraction of students in each dataset
that earned each score on the FMCE. Combing this information with the reported descriptive statistics allowed us to
determine the number of students that earned each score and
recreate the score distributions from IDW [30].
We calculated the same descriptive statistics for our data
that were reported in IDW, but due to the nonparametric
nature of the score distributions, we chose comparison
methods that deviate somewhat from theirs. We compared
our score distribution to both of the IDW distributions
using a Kruskal-Wallis rank-sum test. We also performed
post hoc pairwise comparisons with the Wilcoxon ranksum test using the Benjamini-Hochberg p-value correction
method. Additionally, in recognizing that p values alone
are not sufficient for determining whether or not a real
effect exists [46,47], we chose to compute the effect sizes of
the differences between the datasets to get a more complete
picture of any differences. We calculate rank epsilon
squared (ε2 ) as a measure of the main effect between all
three score distributions, and the rank-biserial correlation
(r) as a pairwise effect size. Analyses used the R statistical
software platform [43,48].
2. Treating IRCs as vectors and taking dot products
Walter, Nuhfer, and Suarez provide a means of quantitatively comparing the IRCs of two populations by treating
the information in IRCs as multidimensional vectors and
computing a dot product as a metric of similarity [31]. They
compared the IRCs of groups with differing demographics

P P
j
i na;j nb;j âijk b̂ijk
P
ha • bik ¼
;
j na;j nb;j

ð1Þ

which enforces the condition that
X
âijk âijk ¼ 1 ∀ j; k:
i

Also, na;j and nb;j are the number of respondents who were
in score bin j for population a and b, respectively.
For each item in our work, a population has 19 associated
IRC vectors, one for each score bin; each vector contains one
component for each answer choice and is normalized over all
answer choices for that item (5–9 for the FMCE). For
example, a normalized IRC vector for population a is âijk
for a particular score bin j and item k. The IRC dot product
[Eq. (1)] for a particular item is the weighted (based on the
number of respondents per score bin) average of dot products
of the normalized IRC vectors of two populations. Since all
IRC vector components are ≥0, the values of the IRC dot
product range from 0 (the IRCs are completely different) to 1
(the IRCs are identical) [50].
To compare two populations using IRC dot products, one
must know each data point’s precise value for each IRC.
One author of the IDW study was gracious enough to share
their results with us to make these comparisons.
3. Randomized trial confidence interval
To have a means of determining whether a value of an
IRC dot product is likely to arise from random chance,
Walter, Nuhfer, and Suarez introduce what we will refer to
as the “randomized trial confidence interval” [31]. To
construct this interval, they determine the range of IRC
dot product values from 10 000 randomized trials of
simulated students. To create the simulated student populations, we use the sample size and score distribution for
population a, the sample size and score distribution for
population b, and the probabilities that a simulated student
with a particular score in the overall population (a and b
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combined) will choose a specific response [51]. The
purpose of creating the randomized trial confidence interval
is to determine the expected range of IRC dot product
values if the two populations (a and b) were arbitrary
subsets of the same overall population.
Each randomized trial involves creating two simulated
populations, each with the same number of students as their
respective corresponding real populations (a and b). Each
simulated student is assigned to a scoring bin using
weighted random sampling based on the corresponding
real population’s score distribution. This process ensures
each simulated population’s score distribution will closely
mimic the corresponding real students’ score distribution.
Each simulated student is assigned an answer choice using
weighted random sampling of the overall population’s
probabilities (a and b combined) for students in the same
score bin. The two simulated populations are unbiased in that
their simulated students select answer choices using the same
probability distribution; the IRC dot product of the simulated
populations would be a value of 1 if not for the effects of
randomness.
Each randomized trial is completed by taking the simulated populations’ IRC dot product. After completing 10 000
randomized trials, a range of outcomes is constructed,
capturing 95% of the randomized trials (from the 2.5 to
97.5 percentiles). For any given item, when the real population’s IRC dot product falls within the 95% randomized
trial confidence interval, then the differences in IRCs for the
real populations may result from random chance.
4. Comparing to purely random data
Given that the correct answer IRC for any population
must have low frequencies at low scores and high frequencies for high scores, and given that all IRCs for incorrect
answers must have low frequencies at high scores, the IRC
dot product between any two populations will never be
zero. To establish a reasonable lower bound for dot-product
comparisons, we created three simulated student populations equal in number to RSW, IDWA, and IDWJ, respectively. Each of these simulated datasets was created under
the assumption that respondents answered every item
randomly, and then their overall score was determined.
By taking the IRC dot product of a simulated student
population with its associated real student population, we
can estimate a minimum baseline value of the IRC dot
product for completely unrelated datasets. The item and
population-specific baseline dot product value can depend
on the population’s size, the number of answer choices, the
number of answer choices serving as effective distractors,
and the item difficulty.
C. Estimating uncertainty
To estimate the uncertainty in our (RSW) IRCs, we used
10 000 bootstrapped samples to generate a distribution of
values for each data point [52,53]. We chose a random
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selection of student response sets (with replacement) in
each instance to create a sample dataset of the same size as
the RSW dataset. Response sets were kept intact to ensure
that any correlations across items were preserved. We
computed the value of each IRC data point for all items
and all responses for each sample dataset. We include error
bars on our IRCs to indicate the central 95% of each
distribution [54].
For each sample dataset and for each item, we computed
the IRC dot product between the sample dataset and the
IDW American dataset as well as the IRC dot product
between the sample dataset and the IDW Japanese dataset
[30]. This process provides a distribution of IRC dot
product values between the RSW dataset and each IDW
dataset for each item. We used these distributions to create
error bars representing the central 95% of each distribution,
which we will refer to as the “IRC dot product confidence
interval.” We could not calculate the IRC dot product
confidence intervals between the two IDW datasets because
we did not have access to the raw data showing each
student’s responses to each item. Without the complete
response set from each student, we could not generate
similar sample datasets by randomly selecting students to
include.
IV. SCORE DISTRIBUTIONS ARE NOT
DIFFERENT ACROSS POPULATIONS
Ishimoto, Davenport, and Wittmann report that their
datasets’ score distributions are statistically different according to a two-tailed t test (t ¼ 8.8, p < 0.005) [30]. Figure 2
shows the FMCE preinstruction score distributions for all
three datasets: our data (labeled RSW), the IDW American
dataset (IDWA), and the IDW Japanese dataset (IDWJ).
Table I shows the descriptive statistics for these distributions.
The results from a Kruskal-Wallis rank-sum test show a
statistically significant main effect between the three datasets, χ 2 ð2Þ ¼ 143.66, p < 0.001; moreover, the pairwise
Wilcoxon rank-sum tests indicate that each dataset is
significantly different from each other dataset for all three
pairs, with p < 0.001. In contrast, the overall effect size of
the comparisons was very small, with a 95% confidence
interval of ε2 ¼ ½0.01; 0.02, and calculations of the
95% confidence intervals of the rank-biserial correlation
r show that the effect sizes of these pairwise differences are
TABLE I. Descriptive statistics for all three datasets: our data
(RSW), the American data from IDW (IDWA), and the Japanese
data from IDW (IDWJ).
Statistic

RSW

IDWA

IDWJ

Sample size
Mean score
Median score
Standard deviation

6584
10.46
8
8.20

2348
9.05
7
7.36

1531
11.22
9
7.56
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also small: r ¼ ½0.09; 0.14 for RSW–IDWA, r ¼
½0.08; 0.14 for IDWJ–RSW, and r ¼ ½0.19; 0.26 for
IDWJ–IDWA [48,55]. The results from the pairwise
Wilcoxon rank-sum tests agree with those of IDW, but we
disagree with the interpretation that American students’ score
distribution differs meaningfully from that of Japanese
students. The fact that the mean and median scores of our
RSW dataset fall in between those of the IDW datasets, and
the fact that the effect sizes between each pair of distributions
are small, suggest that the score distributions of all three
datasets are not meaningfully different (despite the statistical
significance reported by the Kruskal-Wallis and Wilcoxon
rank-sum tests) [56]. The similarities between score distributions may be seen in Fig. 2 with all three largely overlapping each other and showing similar shapes.
V. ITEM RESPONSE CURVE RESULTS

are similarly likely to answer item 31 correctly (a
small fast car collides with a large slow truck); this
may relate to a tendency of some students to see the
opposite effects of mass dependence and action
dependence as balancing to result in equal forces [42].
• Items 44–47 (selecting velocity or kinetic energy of a
sled after going down a hill) are easier for Japanese
students than American students.
To test these claims, we report the results from our dot
product analyses for pairwise comparisons of the three
datasets and the dot product analyses for each of the
datasets compared to a dataset of entirely random
responses. For each pairwise comparison of datasets, we
also show the range of IRC dot product values expected if
the differences between the datasets resulted from random
chance. We also examine the nature of the differences
between datasets for the individual items listed in IDW as
notably different across datasets.

A. Results reported by Ishimoto, Davenport,
and Wittmann
Based on qualitative comparisons of their IRCs, Ishimoto,
Davenport, and Wittmann reported that most IRCs are quite
similar for their American and Japanese datasets [30];
however, they reported several notable exceptions.
• On items 3 and 7 (a sled being pushed and slowing
down), the most common incorrect response for both
datasets is that the force is in the direction of motion
and decreasing, but Japanese students are more likely
than American students to choose an accompanying
force that is opposite the direction of motion and
increasing.
• Items 11, 12, 13 (force on a coin flipped vertically in
the air) appeared more difficult for the Japanese
students than the American students. In contrast, both
groups did equally well on isomorphic items 8, 9, and
10, which use a toy car moving up and down a ramp.
• Items 16 and 18 “appear to be slightly easier for the
American students” [30]. These items require students
to choose a graph of force vs time for a toy car moving
to the right and either speeding up or slowing down,
respectively.
• Item 22 (choosing a graph of acceleration vs time for a
toy car moving to the right and speeding up) was
easier for American students than Japanese students.
• Items 30–32 and 34 (interaction forces during collisions) differed between American and Japanese students. American students selecting an incorrect
answer are likely to use mass-dependence reasoning
on item 30 (larger truck and smaller car moving at the
same speed toward each other) and action-dependence
reasoning on items 32 and 34 (a moving car hits a
stationary truck of either greater or equal mass,
respectively) [42]. By contrast, Japanese students
are much more likely to answer these questions
correctly. One exception is that American students

B. IRC dot product results and comparisons to
randomly selected responses
Figure 3 shows the IRC dot products for each item for
each of the three pairs of populations: RSW-IDWJ; RSWIDWA; and IDWJ-IDWA. Based on the similarities of the
score distributions, one might expect that the RSW dataset
would produce IRCs that are equally similar to those of the
IDWA and IDWJ datasets, but Fig. 3 shows us that this is
not the case. The IRC dot product values for each item for
the RSW-IDWA comparison (black circles) show that the
two American populations’ IRCs are highly similar to each
other, with all values within the range [0.9771, 0.9996].
Consequently, we find that values of the IRC dot product
for each item for the RSW-IDWJ and the IDWJ-IDWA
pairs are quite close to each other, both with much broader
distributions of IRC dot product values: RSW-IDWJ values

FIG. 3. The IRC dot products for all three pairs of populations
shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. The IRCs of the American students
(RSW and IDWA) are quite similar, and thus the IRC dot product
values of the Japanese students (IDWJ) with either set of
American students (RSW or IDWA) are similar for each item.
IRC dot products are also shown for each population compared to
a simulated set of random responses.
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FIG. 4. Distributions of the IRC dot product values for each of
the comparisons shown in Fig. 3. The RSW-IDWA comparison
has a very narrow distribution near unity. The RSW-IDWJ and
IDWJ-IDWA distributions are very similar and lower than RSWIDWA. Each comparison to a simulated dataset of random
responses has a distribution that is noticeably lower than any
of the comparisons between real datasets.

fall within the range [0.6214, 0.9997], and IDWJ-IDWA
values are within the range [0.6087, 0.9993]. The box plots
in Fig. 4 show the distribution of IRC dot product values for
each comparison.
More detailed analyses of several specific IRCs are
included in Sec. V D. We include IRCs for all items in
the Supplemental Material [57].
Figures 3 and 4 also show the results for each population
(RSW, IDWA, and IDWJ) paired with an equal number of
simulated students who are randomly guessing. For the vast
majority of items, the comparisons within the three experimental datasets have considerably higher IRC dot product
values than comparisons between any experimental datasets and the random dataset; i.e., they are much closer to
each other than with a random dataset. One major exception
to this trend is item 32, for which the IRC dot products
between IDWJ and either RSW or IDWA are around 0.61,
well within the range of the IRC dot product values
involving random data. Some other items, such as 45
and 46, have IRC dot product values between datasets that
approach those involving random data, but they are still
distinct.
The comparisons to simulated random datasets in Figs. 3
and 4 provide essential information and context when
interpreting the meaning of the IRC dot product values.
Theoretically, the value of a dot product must fall within the
range [0, 1]; however, the lowest values seen in Fig. 3 are
slightly below 0.3 (item 16). Also, the IRC dot products’
values may be affected by the structure of the test itself.
Items 1–29 have eight or nine possible answer choices for
each item, but items 44–47 have only five answer choices.
As such, simulated random responses are more likely to
match up with actual data for items 44–47, and we see
larger values (in general) of the IRC dot products comparing random responses for those items (none is below 0.5).
The number of answer choices, however, is not the only

factor related to the IRC dot products with random data:
items 1–4 have lower values than items 5–7, even though
they all have eight possible answer choices and involve the
same physical scenario (a sled being pushed across an icy
lake). The values of the IRC dot product of a real
population with purely random data depend on the shape
of the real populations’ IRCs and the real populations’
score distribution. For example, purely random guessing
will not mimic the IRC for an answer choice that acts as a
distractor with an intermediate maximum.
C. IRC dot products compared to uncertainty ranges
1. Reexamining the comparisons of Ishimoto,
Davenport, and Wittmann
Figure 5 shows the IRC dot product for each item
comparing the Japanese (IDWJ) and American (IDWA)
student populations used in the IDW study [30]. The black
error bars in Fig. 5 show the randomized trial confidence
interval for each item. The IRC dot product values for 44 of
the 47 items fall outside the range of their respective
randomized trial confidence intervals, suggesting that the
differences between the datasets are likely not due to
random chance and represent meaningful differences in
student response patterns. The only items with IRC dot
product values within their randomized trial confidence
interval are items 4, 15, and 40. These items are notable in
that students respond to all three of these by overwhelmingly selecting either the correct response or a single
incorrect response (out of eight or nine options), but they
are not unique. Other items with similar response patterns
do not have dot products within their randomized trial
confidence intervals. Similar to item 4, more than 95% of
students choose either the correct response or a single
incorrect response for items 1 and 16. Similar to items 15
and 40, more than 85% of students choose the correct
response for items 33 and 43 before instruction.

1.0

IRC Dot Product

IRC Dot Product
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FIG. 5. The IRC dot product for each item on the FMCE is
shown in blue for the IDW American (IDWA) and Japanese
(IDWJ) datasets [30]. The black error bars represent the randomized trial confidence intervals described in Sec. III B 3.
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As mentioned above, IDW reported 16 items that they
noticed having different IRCs between their two datasets: 3,
7, 11–13, 16, 18, 22, 30–32, 34, and 44–47 [30]. All of
these items have IRC dot product values below their
randomized trial confidence intervals in Fig. 5, and many
of them are well outside the range (e.g., item 34 has an IRC
dot product value of 0.780, and a randomized trial confidence interval of [0.993, 0.998]). We find some consistencies when looking at specific items.
• Items 3 and 7 have the lowest IRC dot product values
of the force sled item cluster (items 1–4, 7).
• Items 11–13 have lower IRC dot product values than
items 8–10. The second item has the highest value for
each of these groups, and the third item has the
lowest value.
• Item 22 has a lower IRC dot product value than any of
the other items in the acceleration graphs cluster
(items 22–26).
• The items involving Newton’s third law in the context
of cars and trucks (30–38) include those with the
lowest IRC dot product values. Items 32 and 34 have
the lowest IRC dot product values, indicating the
largest differences between the IRCs, and item 31 has
a much higher value, indicating better agreement.
IDW report that items 16 and 18 may be easier for
American students than Japanese students. Both of these
force graphs cluster items have IRC dot product values
below their respective randomized trial confidence intervals. Item 21 has the lowest IRC dot product value in the
force graphs cluster (items 14, 16–21) and thus the most
pronounced differences in its IRCs in the region where
most students scored. Visual inspection of the item 21
IDWJ-IDWA IRCs, which are highly similar to the item 21
RSW-IDWJ IRCs shown in Fig. 8, show that item 21 is
easier for both the RSW and IDW American students than
the IDW Japanese students.

Figure 5 also reveals additional items that seem to have
significantly different IRCs between the two datasets. For
example, item 38 has a fairly low IRC dot product of 0.936,
which is well outside the random trial confidence interval
[0.996, 0.999], but item 38 is not highlighted in the IDW
study as being particularly different between American and
Japanese students. In fact, IDW mention items 36 and 38
together as showing similarities between their two populations; our IRC dot product analyses support this conclusion for item 36 (IRC dot product of 0.997), but not for
item 38. This suggests that some differences between IRCs
may be less salient upon visual inspection.
2. Comparing two American datasets
Figure 6 shows the IRC dot products comparing the IRCs
of both of the American datasets: our RSW dataset and the
IDWA dataset from Ref. [30]. The vertical range of Fig. 6(a)
was selected to allow easy comparisons with Figs. 5 and 7,
even though the minimum IRC dot product value is 0.977
(item 21). Figure 6(b) shows the same information as
Fig. 6(a), but with a smaller vertical range to allow a more
detailed examination of the results. The IRC dot product
values of 24 of the 47 items fall within their randomized trial
confidence intervals, indicating that any differences between
them are potentially the result of random chance. The IRC dot
product values of 22 items are below their randomized trial
confidence intervals. One item (item 26) has an IRC dot
product value above its randomized trial confidence interval,
indicating a high similarity between those IRCs.
To quantitatively compare the IRCs of any two populations, we define a comparison metric that is similar to an
effect size. The “dot product effect size” (DES) for item i is
defined as
DESi ≡

ð2Þ
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;
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FIG. 6. The IRC dot product for each item on the FMCE is shown in green for our American dataset (RSW) and the IDW American
dataset (IDWA). The green error bars around the data points represent the IRC dot product confidence intervals described in Sec. III C.
The black error bars represent the randomized trial confidence intervals described in Sec. III B 3. The vertical range of (a) matches
Figs. 5 and 7. Plot (b) contains the same information as (a), but a smaller vertical range is chosen to allow better visualization.
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TABLE II. The dot product effect size values for all comparisons between our RSW dataset, and the IDW American and
Japanese datasets. Bolded entries indicate items that were highlighted by IDW as being particularly different between their
American and Japanese datasets.
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FIG. 7. The IRC dot product for each item on the FMCE is
shown in red for our American dataset (RSW) and the IDW
Japanese dataset (IDWJ). The red error bars around the data
points represent the IRC dot product confidence intervals
described in Sec. III C. The black error bars represent the
randomized trial confidence intervals described in Sec. III B 3.

where RTmid;i is the midpoint of the randomized trial
confidence interval of two populations for item i, and
ha · bii is the IRC dot product between populations a and b
for item i. The pooled confidence interval CIpooled;i is
defined as
CIpooled;i ≡

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
CI2RT;i þ CI2dot;i ;

ð3Þ

where CIRT is the size of the randomized trial confidence
interval (e.g., the black error bars in Fig. 6) and CIdot is the
size of the IRC dot product confidence interval (e.g., the
green error bars in Fig. 6) [58].
Table II shows the DES value for each item for the
comparison between our RSW dataset and the IDW
American dataset (RSW vs IDWA columns). Comparing
Table II with Fig. 6 provides a visual interpretation for our
DES values: items 8, 31, and 46 all have error bars that are
just barely touching, and they all have DES values of 0.6
[59]. Over half of the items (28 out of 47) have DES values
at or below 0.6, indicating that the error bars overlap, and
there is a reasonable likelihood that the value of the IRC dot
product is high enough for the RSW and IDWA IRCs to be
considered the same. Of the remaining 19 items, only one
(item 32) has a DES value above 2. Additionally, nine items
have negative DES values, indicating that the IRC dot
products for those items are higher than the midpoint of the
respective randomized trial confidence intervals, suggesting that those IRCs are highly similar.
3. Comparing a new American dataset to the previous
Japanese dataset
Figure 7 shows the IRC dot products comparing the
IRCs of our American dataset (RSW) and the IDW
Japanese dataset. These are highly similar to the IRC
dot products shown in Fig. 5 comparing the IDW Japanese
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and American students. This result is to be expected given
that the IRC dot products shown in Figs. 3 and 6 show the
IRCs of both American populations are highly similar. For
the datasets in Fig. 7, 46 out of the 47 items have IRC dot
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American students than the IDW Japanese students: the
RSW IRC for the correct response E is slightly to the left of
the IDWJ IRC, and more RSW students select E in the most
populated region of the plot (fractional scores between
about 0.1 and 0.3). The absence of a single dominant
incorrect response and the differences in selected answer
choices in the populated region lead to a higher DES value
than either item 16 or 18 (see Table II).
We cannot compare the DES results between RSW and
IDWJ to those between IDWA and IDWJ because we
cannot calculate the DES values for the IDWA vs IDWJ
comparison. The calculation of the DES depends on the
value of the IRC dot product confidence interval, which
depends on being able to generate sample datasets from at
least one of the datasets involved in the comparison. As
mentioned in Sec. III C, we could not sample datasets from
either the IDWA or IDWJ datasets because we do not have
the raw data containing student responses. For this reason,
we do not include blue error bars in Fig. 5.

product values below the range of their respective randomized trial confidence intervals (only item 15 is within
the confidence interval).
Table II also shows the DES value for each item for the
comparison between the RSW and IDW Japanese (IDWJ)
datasets. The DES values in the RSW vs IDWJ column are
generally larger than the DES values in the RSW vs IDWA
column. Only three items have smaller DES values, and
two of these (items 16 and 19) are within 0.2 of the RSW vs
IDWA value [60]. The median DES value is 2.7 for the
RSW–IDWJ comparison (compared to 0.6 for RSW–
IDWA), and the highest value is 13.1 (again for item
32). Over half of the items (29 out of 47) have DES values
above 2, compared to only one item for the RSW vs IDWA
results. Only two items (15 and 40) have DES values less
than 0.6 (interpreted above as having a reasonable expectation of having similar IRCs) [61].
The items highlighted as being notably different by IDW
(mentioned above) are shown in bold in Table II. These
include the two highest DES values (items 32 and 34), but
they do not include all of the highest values (e.g., item 38 is
omitted from their discussion). Quantitatively comparing
IRCs by computing the IRC dot product, combined with
our methods for generating confidence intervals, can reveal
different patterns than qualitative visual comparisons. Of
particular interest are items 16 and 18, which IDW highlighted as seeming easier for American students. Similar to
what we mentioned above with the IDWA vs IDWJ
comparison, we find other items in the force graphs cluster
(items 14, 16–21) to have greater differences than items 16
and 18; moreover, Table II also shows that the RSW vs
IDWJ comparisons for items 16 and 18 are very similar to
the RSW vs IDWA comparisons. The differences reported
by IDW for these two items may not be generalizable for all
American students. Visual inspection of Fig. 8 shows that
item 21 seems to be somewhat easier for the RSW

The IRC dot product for item 32 between an American
dataset and the Japanese dataset is the lowest value of any
item on the FMCE (0.621 for RSW vs IDWJ and 0.609 for
IDWA vs IDWJ), suggesting the IRCs differ more for this
item than any other. Figure 9 shows us that the American
students in the RSW dataset are more likely to choose B
(consistent with the IDWA results) while the Japanese
students (IDWJ) are more likely to choose F. Item 32
involves a small car colliding with a large stationary truck.
Answer B indicates that the car exerts a larger force on the
truck than the truck on the car, which is consistent with the
idea that faster, or more active, objects exert more force
(a.k.a. action dependence [42]). Answer F indicates that
there is not enough information to determine the relative

FIG. 8. Item 21 IRCs: the solid lines show the IRCs for the
RSW dataset, and the dashed lines show the IRCs for the IDWJ
dataset. NR ¼ no response. The error bars on E, F, and H RSW
IRCs are the 95% confidence intervals of 10 000 bootstrapped
sample datasets based on RSW data described in Sec. III C.

FIG. 9. Item 32 IRCs: the solid lines show the IRCs for the
RSW dataset, and the dashed lines show the IRCs for the IDWJ
dataset. NR ¼ no response. The error bars on B, E, and F RSW
IRCs are the 95% confidence intervals of 10 000 bootstrapped
sample datasets based on RSW data described in Sec. III C.

D. Examining specific items
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FIG. 10. Item 11 IRCs: the solid lines show the IRCs for the
RSW dataset, and the dashed lines show the IRCs for the IDWJ
dataset. NR ¼ no response. The error bars on A and G RSW
IRCs are the 95% confidence intervals of 10 000 bootstrapped
sample datasets based on RSW data described in Sec. III C.
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therefore, less likely to be attributed to random chance. To
resolve this apparent discrepancy, we must again focus on
the plot’s most populous region: scores from 0.1 to 0.3. In
this region item 11 shows three IRCs with non-negligible
percentage of being chosen: correct (A), dominant incorrect
(G), and one other incorrect (F), which is mostly chosen by
the lowest-scoring students. In contrast, item 21 seems to
have five IRCs showing answers chosen by more than 10%
of students in each dataset in this score range, several with
notable differences between the datasets. In the highly
populated score range of 0.1 to 0.3, we see the biggest
differences between RSW and IDWJ on item 32, followed
by item 21, and the most similarity (of these three items)
with item 11; this is consistent with both the IRC dot
product values in Fig. 7 (0.621, 0.900, and 0.988 for items
32, 21, and 11, respectively) and the DES results in Table II
(13.1, 3.9, and 2.3 for items 32, 21, and 11, respectively).
VI. CONCLUSIONS

magnitudes of the interaction forces between the car and
the truck. IDW claim that this is most likely due to different
life experiences between American and Japanese students,
where Americans are more likely to grow up using
automobiles for commuting. Our results confirm that large
portions of American students choose answer B. The most
considerable differences between Japanese and American
students’ responses occur at low scores, which contain most
of the students (see Fig. 2).
Figure 10 shows the IRCs of our American (RSW) and
the IDW Japanese (IDWJ) datasets for item 11, which
examines the force acting on a coin tossed upward while
still ascending. From visual inspection, we see that the
IRCs that differ the most are for answer choices A (the
correct answer choice) and G (the most common incorrect
answer) over the fractional score range of 0.3 to 0.8;
however, the IRC dot product for this pair of populations on
item 11 is 0.988, suggesting that the IRCs are much more
similar than for item 32. While the large differences in IRC
dot product values between item 11 and 32 may not be
evident from viewing the IRCs, the IRC dot product value
depends on each population’s score distributions. The score
distributions’ peaks are below 0.2 for all three datasets,
with over half of the students in the fractional score range
0.1 to 0.3. The large differences between the item 32 IRCs
in this highly-populated range lead to a much lower IRC
dot product value.
Similar comparisons can be made between the IRCs for
item 11 (Fig. 10) and item 21 (Fig. 8). It would be
reasonable to look at these two plots and conclude that
the two populations are more different on item 11 than they
are for item 21: the difference between the RSW and IDWJ
IRCs for the dominant (and correct) answer choice for item
21 (E) appear much smaller than the differences between
the two dominant answer choices for item 11; however,
Table II shows that item 21 has a higher DES value, and is,

Our analyses support the results reported by Ishimoto,
Davenport, and Wittmann [30]: American physics students’
and Japanese students’ preinstruction responses to the
Force and Motion Conceptual Evaluation differ for many
items in nontrivial ways. The majority of these differences
are related to specific choices of incorrect answers rather
than differences in numbers of correct answers. Because we
do not have access to a disjoint dataset of Japanese physics
students’ responses to the FMCE, we could not fully
replicate IDW’s work by performing completely independent comparisons between American and Japanese students. However, our work strongly suggests that the IDW
American dataset is representative of physics students in
the U.S. or at least representative of the student populations
typically sampled for research purposes. One caveat to
these results is the well-documented tendency for physics
education research studies to oversample from large
research universities, which tend to have students with
more previous exposure to formal physics instruction than
is typical for American college and university physics
students in general [62]. Because of the anonymous nature
of the majority of our dataset (provided by the PhysPort
Data Explorer), we are unable to determine whether our
student population is truly representative of all American
physics students; however, the similarity between our
results and the IDW study are quite suggestive.
In terms of score distributions, our dataset fell between the
IDW American and Japanese datasets. Similar to IDW, we
find these differences to be statistically significant
(p < 0.001 for both the Kruskal-Wallace, and the pairwise
Wilcoxon rank-sum tests), but we do not consider these
differences to be pedagogically meaningful. The differences
in the mean and median scores between all three datasets are
within about 2 out of 37 points, and the effect sizes are small.
Additionally, looking at these score distributions alone
would likely not impact an instructor’s approach to teaching
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without having more context highlighting the differences
between the populations.
IRCs can reveal pedagogically important differences
between student populations. The RSW IRCs are very
similar to the IRCs for the IDW American dataset for the
vast majority of items. The IRC dot product values are very
high overall, and random chance can account for the
differences between IRCs for many of the items.
Conversely, the IRC dot product values between the
RSW and the IDW Japanese datasets are much lower for
many items. Further, the dot product effect size (DES)
values suggest that these differences are not random
fluctuations but are likely due to actual differences in
how the two student populations select answer choices for
specific FMCE items. Additionally, the IRC dot product
values comparing the RSW and IDW Japanese datasets are
very similar to the IRC dot product values comparing the
IDW American and Japanese datasets, providing additional
support to our claim that our results largely support those
reported by IDW.
Of items in the force graphs cluster, IDW reported that
items 16 and 18 may be slightly easier for American
students based on visual qualitative comparisons of the
IRCs [30]. We find that item 21 is slightly easier for
American students more so than items 16 and 18. When
visually comparing IRCs, we focus primarily on the region
where the majority of students scored—the vast majority
earn fractional scores less than 0.4 (15 out of 37).
Differences between IRCs are more meaningful when they
are representative of more students, and a benefit of
computing the IRC dot product is that each score bin is
weighted by the number of students. Using qualitative
visual comparisons and quantitative IRC dot products can
provide a robust way to compare IRCs and gain valuable
insights into similarities and differences between how
different groups select answers to the FMCE and other
multiple-choice test items.

university will select the same proportions of specific
answers to the FMCE as shown in our data. One of the
strongest results we see from comparing Japanese and
American students is that students with different backgrounds answer the FMCE differently, and these
differences do not necessarily show up in score distributions that focus only on the number of items answered
correctly.
As mentioned above, slight differences in preinstruction
score distributions may have little impact on instructional
methods, but large differences in the incorrect responses
students select could (and should) inform an instructor’s
approach to a class. Figure 9 illustrates this wonderfully:
the RSW American students mostly choose one incorrect
answer for item 32 (B, consistent with the idea that faster
objects exert more force than slower objects), but the IDW
Japanese students mainly select a different choice (F,
indicating that more information is needed to determine
the forces). Both of these answers are incorrect, but the
difference could represent vastly different ways of thinking
about the forces involved in two-body collisions; moreover,
the differences between these incorrect IRCs are more
pronounced than the correct IRCs (answer E), suggesting
that an inspection of correct answers alone may hide the
magnitude of the differences between these populations.
An essential feature of good physics instruction is acknowledging students’ initial ideas and using them to facilitate
growth in understanding. Looking only at correct answers
cannot accomplish this, but IRCs can show if different
groups of students choose different answers (e.g., those
with low, middle, and high scores).
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